Storekeeper’s Brochure: Assessment Rubric


Component
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3
Level 4
Presentation
·	material is of limited historical accuracy and relevance 


·	ideas are derivative or cliché



·	roles portrayed lack believability




·	props add little to the overall effect


·	material is somewhat historically accurate and relevant


·	ideas show some original thinking


·	roles portrayed are convincing some of the time, or to some degree


·	props are effective to some extent 


·	material is historically accurate and relevant



·	ideas are creative and original



·	roles portrayed are convincing





·	props are appropriate and add to the overall effect


·	material is historically accurate, relevant, and insightful


·	ideas are creative, original, and sophisticated


·	roles portrayed are convincing and complex




·	props are used skilfully and creatively to add to the overall effect


Survival Kit Brochure





















Survival Kit Brochure cont’d
·	verbal message lacks clarity 






·	level of language shows a limited sense of purpose and audience







·	visual message is unclear 






·	layout and design aspects are of limited effectiveness, e.g., use of spacing, capitalization, font, relationship of text to visuals, etc.


·	verbal message is sometimes or partially clear




·	level of language suits the specific purpose and audience to some degree






·	visual message is somewhat clear 





·	- layout and design aspects are somewhat effective, e.g., use of spacing, capitalization, font, relationship of text to visuals, etc.
·	verbal message is clear, i.e., simple words and phrases




·	level of language is appropriate to the specific purpose and audience







·	visual message is clear, i.e., uses high impact images



·	layout and design aspects are effective, e.g., use of spacing, capitalization, font, relationship of text to visuals, etc.



·	verbal message is perfectly clear, i.e., simple, catchy words and phrases


·	level of language is perfectly suited to the specific purpose and audience





                  cont’d 
·	visual message is clear and creative, i.e., uses original, high impact images


·	layout and design aspects are highly effective, e.g., use of spacing, capitalization, font, relationship of text to visuals, etc.








